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What is AgTech Carbon 

Sustainable Solutions with Swift Financial Returns. 

Agtech Carbon is committed to delivering profitable, genuinely green alternatives that better the 
environment long-term. Patented technology ensures difficult barrier of entry by competitors and sets us 
up for swift financial returns while fostering sustainability.  

The Problem  

Earth faces a dual challenge of carbon waste and environmental degradation, leading to issues like toxic 
algae blooms and methane emissions. Agtech Carbon addresses these challenges head-on, providing a 
solution that cleans the environment while generating immediate returns.  

Our Solutions  

In 24 hours, pyrolyzing at 3 times the temperature of fire, our JV’s Patent protected kilns transform 
hurricane debris and other feedstock (broken pallets, etc.) into high-quality biochar. This super carbon, 
used in agriculture and beyond, not only revitalizes soil but also serves as a carbon negative feed additive 
for cattle, reducing methane emissions and reducing toxins from their system, less gas equals more room 
to eat, equals more weight. Earth, Farmer and We win!!! 

Market Opportunity  

While this is a GLOBAL PROBLEM, we are focused on Florida, Agtech Carbon taps into a vast market 
opportunity for sustainable solutions. The increasing demand for eco-friendly alternatives positions us 
strategically within the green technology sector.  

Business Model  

Agtech Carbon generates revenue through biochar sales and strategic partnerships. Our pricing strategy 
ensures competitive market positioning, while distribution channels capitalize on existing agricultural 
networks and environmental initiatives.  

Traction & Milestones  

Executed 99 Lease on 15acres for our first bamboo cultivation facility. 

Formed key relationships with Philip Rucks Nursery (premier genetics for bamboo). 

Executed JV agreement with BIOCHAR NOW for a BIOCHAR production site. (BioCharNow.com) 

JV has USDA approval for use of carbon as organic animal feed additive.  

We are working with Florida legislators to make bamboo an Alternative Crop for Citrus growers who have 
lost their farms to the evil citrus greening disease (It has reduced the Florida citrus from approximately 
900k plus acres to 600k acres in 20 years). 

 



“Let me net this out for you: Grow Pine Trees and wait for 40 years to remove enough CO2 to make a 
difference.  Grow a particular species of bamboo and accomplish the same every 4-6 years.  Take debris, 
that will rot on the ground contributing to global warming, pyrolyze it in a vacuum, using a patented 
system that passes California emissions standards, and we remove 3 tons of CO2 for every 5 tons of 
feedstock ALL IN 24 HOURS!!!  This is Green that makes CENT$.  Current price of our high-quality 
BioChar is $2,000 a ton.  Takes 5 tons of Feedstock to make 1 ton of Biochar.”-Tony Uccello, Founder. 

Additionally, the company Is in talks with several other farms (to lease/buy) for future bamboo cultivation. 

“Will share more as it happens.  Our pipeline is filling daily. We are very excited to not only increase 
shareholder value but make a better planet for our posterity!”-Alex Gimelstien 

https://ideatavern.com/decks/agtech/ 

About Company (INCC):  International Consolidated Companies (INCC) was founded in 2002. INCC is focused 
on acquiring and growing businesses that offer innovation, quality, and cost-efficient technologies. 

 
Forward-Looking Disclaimer:  This press release may contain certain forward-looking statements and 
information, as defined within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and is subject to the Safe Harbor created by those sections. This material may 
contain statements about expected future events and/or financial results that are forward-looking in nature and 
subject to risk and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements by definition involve risks, uncertainties and 
other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from the 
statements made herein. 

 
Company Info:  Tony Uccello, INCC CEO | (949) 315-0244 |Tony@AgTechCarbon.com | Company 
Twitter: @AgTechCarbon 
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